Too cautious to vary more? A comparison of pitch variation in native and non-native productions of French and German speakers
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Abstract

This article presents preliminary results indicating that speakers have a different pitch range when they speak a foreign language compared to the pitch variation that occurs when they speak their native language. To this end, a learner corpus with French and German speakers was analyzed. Results suggest that speakers indeed produce a smaller pitch range in the respective L2. This is true for both groups of native speakers. A possible explanation for this finding is that speakers are less confident in their productions, therefore, they concentrate more on segments and words and subsequently refrain from realizing pitch range more native-like. For language teaching, the results suggest that learners should be trained extensively on the more pronounced use of pitch in the foreign language.

Index Terms: pitch variation, L1, L2, language learning

1. Introduction

When learning a foreign language, especially as adults, it is extremely hard to reach native-like skills in phonetics and phonology of this language. One of the reasons for this hardship is that the phonetic and phonological knowledge of the native language (L1) can interfere with the phonetic and phonological system of the foreign language (L2) (e.g., among many more, [6], [14], [18]). For instance, in German, voiceless plosives are produced with a long Voice Onset Time (VOT), whereas in French, VOT for voiceless plosives is rather short. When producing stops in L2, German speakers usually do not adapt their production, and their voiceless French stops do not sound like a native French production would.

However, apart from segmental differences that are hard to be learned perfectly, a foreign accent might also occur due to prosodic interference from the native language in L2 (e.g. [2], [26], [27]). Languages have been shown to differ with respect to the pitch range they use, their exact pitch contours and the exact placement of pitch changes (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [7], [10], [11], [13], [17], [19], [21], [22]). A study by Mennen and colleagues [22] suggests, for example, that there are differences both in level as well as range for English and German speakers in the respective L1. This finding is supported by data presented by Andreeva and colleagues [3] who found differences in level and range for Bulgarian, English, German, and Polish speakers. Keating and Kuo [17] found several differences between English and Mandarin speakers in pitch level and range, also depending, for instance, on the task the speakers were engaged in. Some of the differences that occur between languages can also be partly explained by (socio-) cultural factors (e.g. [17], [30]).

The difficulty to reach native-like performance in the prosodic realization of an L2 is arguably aggravated by the fact that when speaking a foreign language pitch variation is apparently compressed compared to the pitch range that is standard for native speakers (e.g. [9], [10], [16], [20], [29]), which can result in a foreign accent. Furthermore, the lack of correct pitch variation can lead to be perceived as speaking in a monotonous way (e.g. [15], [16]). One possible explanation for this compression is that L2 learners are less confident about speaking the foreign language, or that they focus on getting the segmental pronunciation and the placement of stress correctly before expanding the pitch range as native speakers do. For instance, Mennen [20] showed that Dutch (L1) speakers of Modern Greek failed to produce the same pitch range as native Greek speakers. Also, in a study investigating pitch range of Finnish (L1) speakers of Russian (L2), Ullakonoja [29] found smaller pitch ranges in the L2 production for these speakers compared to native Russian speakers. Furthermore, the results show that the pitch range was also different compared to the Finish L1 productions, and that extended stays in Russia led to a larger pitch range, implying the learnability of this intonation feature. Similarly, Busa and colleagues [10] found (non significant) long-term distributional (LTD) differences in the production of Italian speakers of English compared to native E
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female speakers is not evenly distributed across the two native languages and the number of advanced learners and beginners is also not equal. Even so, stable effects found in the present study will provide a strong motivation for an investigation based on a larger number of speakers.

2. Methods and materials

Different LTD measures have been used to quantify pitch range differences in the past (e.g. [15], [17], [22]). The quantifications that have been analyzed range from linguistically defined tonal structures to different measures of \( F_0 \) (e.g. in Hz or semitones) or a combination thereof. Furthermore, there is the overall level of pitch (usually calculated as mean value over time) and the range of variation within a given speech sample. In this paper we concentrate on the latter. It is outside the scope of this paper to discuss the (dis)advantages of one measure over another. We focus on the so-called Pitch Dynamism Quotient (PDQ), which allows for a normalized evaluation of pitch variation [15] (see also [25]) where it is called frequency modulation factor – and below, section 2.3.1).

2.1. General corpus description

A bilingual learner corpus served as the basis for the analysis reported here. The corpus was created with French (L1) learners of German (L2) and German (L1) learners of French (L2) at the LORIA institute in Nancy, France and the institute of phonetics at Saarland University in Saarbrücken, Germany [28].

For the corpus, 7 speakers of each language were recorded. They were recorded both in the respective L2 and in their native language. This design allows for a within-subject comparison of the productions in the two languages. Furthermore, recording settings and the text data are comparable across the languages (as L1 or L2) and identical within a language (i.e. French texts read by both French and German participants and vice versa). Therefore, comparisons between individual speakers with different L1 can be drawn as well as differences between a group of speakers that differ with respect to what language they speak as native language. In each group (French and German native speakers) there were 5 beginners (A1-A2 level according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment (CEFR)). Additionally, 2 advanced learners (B2-C1 Level) of the respective language were recorded. In the group of French native speakers, 6 male speakers and 1 female speaker participated (15-22 years, M: 20.1 years, SD: 2.4 years), whereas for the German native speaker group, 5 female speakers and 2 male speakers were recorded (15-26 years old, M: 20.6 years, SD: 4.2 years). The 5 teenage speakers (all 15 years of age, all had completed the change of the voice, 1 French and 2 German highschool students) being part of the corpus were all male. The data of all 14 speakers were used for the analysis in this study.

Recordings were made in quiet office rooms with head-mounted microphones, which were amplified and digitized (16khz, 16 bit) in a M-AUDIO Fast Track USB device. Recordings were saved on Windows Laptop computers with a custom-made software that was developed at LORIA ("Corpusrecorder", [12]). Each sentence (and each story) was saved as a separate audiofile.

2.2. Text materials for the analysis

The corpus data analyzed for this paper consisted of read sentences and read short stories [28]. Both groups of speakers read a set of 25 sentences (sentence-condition) in their respective L2, before reading two short stories (an advertising text about ecological economic development and the story of the three little pigs), also in the respective L2 (story-condition). Then, the same tasks (reading a set of 25 sentences and a translated version of the two stories, slightly longer in the German than in French version) were recorded in the respective L1 of the participants. The sentences were different in the two languages, but similar in content and length. Due to a technical defect, only 24 sentences were recorded for 1 native speaker of French in the L2. Otherwise, all audiofiles could be used for further analysis.

2.3. Pitch analysis

Pitch measurements were done in three steps. First, \( F_0 \) was extracted automatically by means of the ESPS algorithm ("get_f0" [24]) from all files. For male speakers time steps of 0.01 seconds were used, whereas the computation of \( F_0 \) for female speakers was done in time steps of 0.005 seconds.

Then, manual correction was performed with PRAAT [8] to exclude cases of octave jumps, wrong measurements (e.g. when the algorithm found voicing in silent intervals or mistakes due to creaky voice, or other artifacts produced by the algorithm that were not based on changes in \( F_0 \), but possibly distorting the results). Other microprosodic variation (e.g. due to stop realization) was retained. In a final step, the first two \( F_0 \) values after an unvoiced segment and the last \( F_0 \) value before an unvoiced segment were excluded. This was done because the vocal folds need some time to achieve their intended vibration rate (i.e. start or stop of vibration) and this kind of irregular vibration could also exaggerate the \( F_0 \) variation. The resulting data was analyzed by means of the JMP software [23].

The number of female and male speakers differed strongly between the two groups of native speakers. This was one of the main reasons to investigate pitch variation with the PDQ as defined as the standard deviation divided by the \( F_0 \) mean [15]. This measure normalizes \( F_0 \) variation data and allowed us to concentrate on language differences while minimizing group differences at the same time. The lower the PDQ, the smaller is the variation.

Note, however, that due to the uneven distribution of male and female speakers across languages, comparisons between the native speaker groups (e.g. a claim like “French is generally more variable than German”) cannot be made despite the use of PDQ (and thus, the normalization). First of all, the preliminary analysis of seven speakers per native language is not enough for general, far reaching claims concerning two languages. But more importantly, pitch range has been found to differ between male and female speakers (e.g. [25]). Therefore, possible differences in the results between the speakers of the two languages cannot be attributed with certainty to language differences, the source could as well be a gender difference. However, on a general level, differences between German and French pitch range may be expected on the basis of prior research (e.g. [5], [19]). Koreman and colleagues [19] presented evidence that both French and German speakers use \( F_0 \) to indicate accentuation, but they do so differently.
Therefore, what is possible, and this is done in this paper, is to investigate the pitch variation of the German group in the native and non-native language, as well as the same comparison for the French native speakers. The results will be reported in the next sections.

3. Results

Mean $F_0$ and the standard deviations were calculated for every audiofile (henceforth “item”). Subsequently, the PDQ was calculated for these items. These PDQ values were the basis for all subsequent analyses.

Overall mean PDQ for French speakers in their L1 is 0.134 when reading sentences, and 0.142 when reading the stories. In their L2, French speakers produce a mean PDQ of 0.119 for the sentences and 0.13 for the stories. German speakers have a mean PDQ in their L1 of 0.142 for the sentences and 0.146 for the stories. In their French productions, the mean PDQ drops to 0.118 for the sentences and 0.133 for the stories. Figure 1 depicts the overall mean PDQ results for the two speaker groups in the respective task languages.

Subsequently, the PDQ values were entered into a linear mixed model with PDQ as dependent factor, speaker and item as random factors and native language (French/German), task language (French/German), and task (sentence/story) as independent factors, as well as all their possible interactions.

![Figure 1: Mean PDQ for French and German speakers depending on task language and task.](image1)

The results of the statistical analysis indicate that there was a main effect of task ($F(1,735)=5.52, p<0.05$). Overall, speakers produced higher pitch variation when reading the stories compared to their sentence productions (mean PDQ for stories: 0.139; mean PDQ for sentences: 0.128). Also, the interaction of native language and task language was significant ($F(1,735)=14.85, p<0.0001$). A post-hoc planned comparison showed that for both language groups, the native productions were significantly higher in PDQ than the non-native productions (French L1: $t(2)=2.51, p<0.05$; German L1: $t(2)=2.94, p<0.01$).

No other factors or interactions reached significance. This first analysis suggests that irrespective of the L1, $F_0$ variation is compressed in L2 productions. Also, the $F_0$ range depends on the task in which participants were engaged. Reading stories leads to a greater variation in pitch than reading short sentences, irrespective of native language or task language.

A second model was calculated to tap into the effect of proficiency. To this end, the first model was extended by the factor proficiency (Beginner/Advanced) and all its interactions. The results indicate that proficiency level was not a significant factor, nor were any of its interactions. Again, task ($F(1,729)=5.66, p<0.05$) and the interaction of native language and task language ($F(1,729)=9.11, p<0.01$) were significant. Figure 2 shows the PDQ for the different fluency levels. As can be seen, the overall results remain very similar. However, for the French advanced learners of German, the story condition shows a small trend into a different direction. Here, the PDQ for the stories in German is slightly higher than the PDQ for the stories read in French. Note that there were only two advanced speakers in both native speaker groups that read the two stories.

![Figure 2: Mean PDQ for French and German speakers depending on task language, task and proficiency level of the learners.](image2)

Finally, we looked at individual speaker differences (Figure 3 for French native speakers and Figure 4 for German native speakers). The mean PDQ for French speakers speaking French shows a range from 0.102 to 0.162, whereas for the same speakers, the mean PDQ ranges in German from 0.078 to 0.171. For the German speakers, PDQ in German ranges from 0.083 to 0.194, whereas in the French production, the range lies between 0.069 and 0.164. This indicates that there is some individual variation, but that most speakers have a compressed $F_0$ in their L2 productions.

However, it becomes also apparent that three speakers show a somewhat different behavior. In the French group, there were two speakers (503 and 501) where the L1 productions showed a smaller PDQ than the L2 productions. One of them (503) is an advanced learner, the other a beginner (501). In the German group, one speaker (006) had almost identical PDQ values for L1 and L2 productions. This speaker was an advanced learner of French. Due to the small number of speakers overall, further interpretation of these results is not possible.
4. Discussion & conclusions

The first question this article was set out to investigate is whether there is a general trend that French learners of German and German learners of French compress their pitch range when speaking L2. The results indicate that the pitch range (measured in PDQ) is indeed smaller in L2 than in L1 and are closer to native speakers (as results by [29] would suggest). Of the three speakers that did not compress pitch range in the L2 production, two are advanced learners. However, such interpretations have to be made with caution, because there were only two advanced learners for each native speaker group. Additionally, there was also one French beginner with a higher PDQ in the non-native productions.

As for the second question whether the L2 proficiency level of L2 has an influence on the pitch range compression, the results presented here are not conclusive. They do not exclude the possibility of an overall trend for advanced speakers to produce greater pitch variation in L2 compared to L1 and are closer to native speakers (as results by [29] would suggest). Of the three speakers that did not compress pitch range in the L2 production, two are advanced learners. However, such interpretations have to be made with caution, because there were only two advanced learners for each native speaker group. Additionally, there was also one French beginner with a higher PDQ in the non-native productions.

For language teaching, the results suggest that students should be made aware of the lack in pitch variation in order to sound more native-like. Results indicate that a special teaching of pitch variation indeed reduces the foreign accent (e.g. [7], [15], [16]). Pitch range differences that occur across languages otherwise might be aggravated (see also [4] for a cross-linguistic comparison of such differences).

As indicated in the introduction, the results reported here are preliminary. For instance, the two language groups differed with respect to the number of male and female speakers. Furthermore, there were only 2 advanced learners, compared to 5 beginners. More generally, the number of 7 speakers is not very high. However, despite the rather small and somewhat unbalanced number of speakers, we were able to obtain results that are promising for further research. The results reported in this article are in need of replication with larger speaker groups before far-reaching claims can be made. But the preliminary results are a starting point for further research, with a corpus that has more speakers. Such a corpus is planned to include many more speakers (see [28]) balanced for gender and proficiency level. Future research could also concentrate on the effect of different speaking styles on pitch range in a L2, such as reading alone, versus speaking in front of an audience, or engaging in conversations. In such scenarios, it would also be interesting to investigate whether convergence of pitch range can be observed, in that one speaker changes his or her behavior in response to an interlocutor.
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